Lot 001
嫣璞居书法两件 石甫 朱军山
Two Yan Pu Ju calligraphy by Zen Shifu and Zhu
Junshan, the framed one is signed by with 2
seals of the artist, the other is signed by with 2
seals of the artist, ink on paper, 23.5 cm x 98 cm
(1/2), 34 cm x 81.5 cm (2/2)
$200-$300

Lot 002
杨春风 书法等
Toronto Stone Lover Society and Penglai (a
fabled abode of immortals), signed by Yang
Chunfeng, accompanied with a certificate from
Overseas Community Affairs Council, 29.5 cm x
108 cm, 32 cm x 47.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 003
赏石 鼹鼠
A brown pottery stone scholar's rock, of natural
form, covered with crevices, ridges and jagged
protrusions, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 12.5 cm, 3.95 kg
$200-$300
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Lot 004 禅石 四大皆空

Lot 005 灵璧石带石底座 漫天飞絮

A brown dhyana stone, featuring four openings, accompanied
with fitted wood stand, height 13 cm, weight 3050.5 grams

A black lingbi scholar's rock, in form of mountain peak, with
white inclusions, accompanied with lingbi rock stand of
similar colour, height 18.5 cm, weight 1574 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 006 玉原石山子

Lot 007 赏石 瑞雪兆丰年

A scholar's rock, in form of horizontal mountain landscape,
the stone of mixed olive and spinach green color with light
yellow inclusions, height 6.5 cm, weight 1271 grams

A black scholar's stone, featuring a natural-formed rockshaped patch, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height
16 cm, weight 2090 gramsstand, height 10 cm, weight 6714
grams

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 008 赏石 风帆
A scholar's rock, covered in ridges and crevasses, of
crimson tone with light brown inclusions, accompanied
with fitted wood stand, height 12 cm, weight 1885
grams
$200-$300

Lot 009
赏石 电闪雷鸣
A marble boulder, of spinach green tone with yellow
inclusions and white veining, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 14 cm, weight 852 grams
$200-$300

Lot 010
葫芦型赏石
A black stone boulder, formed by three layers,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 13 cm,
weight 4907 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 011
英石天然笔架山 群峰竞秀
A black lingbi scholar's rock, in the form of a peaked mountain landscape, deeply pitted with a jagged surface, accompanied with
fitted wood stand, height 6.5 cm, length 15 cm
$200-$300

Lot 012
中华奇石雅石书籍两本
Two books of China's Rare Stones and Collection
of Ya Stones
$200-$300

Lot 013
玛瑙质岩石 大雾弥漫
A yellow agatized rock boulder, formed in egg
shape, accompanied with fitted wood stand,
height 19 cm, weight 5087.5 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 014
黑禅石 希望之火
A black dhyana stone boulder, accompanied
with fitted wood stand, height 14 cm, weight
4870 grams
$200-$300

Lot 015
赏石
A grey limestone boulder, covered with crevices,
ridges and jagged protrusions, with fitted wood
stand, height 14 cm, weight 2244 grams
$200-$300

Lot 016
赏石 沉思
A spinach green dhyana stone, with fitted wood
stand, height 15 cm, weight 2078.5 grams
$200-$300

Lot 017
类化石 雪舞山间
A fossil-like stone boulder, with fitted wood
stand, height 10 cm, weight 1924.5 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 018
灵璧石带木雕底座 大鹏展翅
A black lingbi stone scholar's rock, in form of a soaring phoenix, the stone accented with ridges and crevices, of a black colour
patinated to an ebony sheen, accompanied with carved wood stand, height 116 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 019
玉石面具 & 石雕塑
Two pieces of decorative items, including a spinach green
marble mask and a pebble sculpture, mask: height 22 cm,
1357 grams
$200-$300

Lot 020
赏石 古城遗址
A scholar's rock, of irregular form with dark and light
brown inclusions, accompanied with fitted wood stand,
height 16 cm, weight 1550 grams
$200-$300

Lot 021
彩陶石 赤壁怀古
A brown pottery stone scholar's rock, of natural form,
covered with crevices, ridges and jagged protrusions,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 22 cm, weight
2485.5 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 022
卵石 细水长流
A cobble stone boulder, of dark grey tone with brown
veining, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 10
cm, weight 6714 grams
$200-$300

Lot 023
赏石 磨砺
A scholar's rock, of irregular form with covered with
craggy protrusions, of light pink and beige colour,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 15 cm, weight
2138 grams
$200-$300

Lot 024
天然赏石
A brown dhyana stone, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 15 cm, weight 5312 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 025
灵璧石连根雕座 扬帆远行
A black scholar's rock, covered in pits,
ridges and crevasses, accompanied with a
tree root stand, height 26 cm, width 34 cm
$200-$300

Lot 026
赏石三件 风格迥异
Three pieces of scholar's rock, comprised
of one brown boulder, one black flowerpot
and one oval marble dreamstone, all with
wood stands, height 9 cm, 8 cm & 5.5 cm,
weight 418.5 grams total
$200-$300

Lot 027
赏石 浩瀚宇宙
A large red flower stone boulder, of oval
form, featuring natural-formed pink
patches, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, diameter 8.5 cm, weight 3173 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 028
白灵壁石 落九天
A large white lingbi scholar's rock, vertically oriented in
form of a soaring mountain, with a conforming wood
stand, height 60 cm
$200-$300

Lot 029
手绘唐卡
A Tibetan thangka, painted at centre with Buddha in
vitarka mudra surrounded by arhats on clouds, with
frame, 47 cm x 32 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 030
杨春风 书法条幅 癸酉年 （1993）镜心
Chicken drawing and calligraphy, red ink on paper,
with frame, signed with two seals of the artist, 66 cm
x 32.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 031
杨春风 书法条幅 杨荣生先生上款 立轴

Lot 032
杨春风 书法对联 癸酉年 （1993）水墨纸本 立轴

Sandbird between heaven and earth, with calligraphy,
signed Yang Chunfeng, with one seal of the artist, ink
and watercolor on paper, hanging scroll, 66 cm x 33
cm

Calligraphy couplet, signed Yang Chunfeng, with one seal of the artist, ink
on paper, hanging scroll, 133 cm x 33.5 cm each

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 033
陶寿伯 （1902-1997）梅竹 壬子年（1972）作于清园
设色纸本 镜心

Lot 034
喩仲林 （1925-1985） 工笔荷花图
戊午年 （1978） 设色纸本 镜心

Plum blossoms and bamboo, signed Tao Shoubo with three seals
of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper, mounted on frame, 34
cm x 44.5 cm

Lotus, signed Yu Zhonglin, dated wuwu year in Taiwan, with
one seal of the artist, ink and watercolor on paper, 57 cm x
53 cm

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 035
张谷年 （1905-1987）阿里山风情 戊午年（1978） 设色纸本 镜心
Alishan cypress forest landscape, signed Zhang Gunian, with one seal of the artist, ink and watercolor on paper, 45 cm x 92 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 036
台湾桧木茶几一套 带六个凳子
Cypress wood tea table and six stools, the table of naturalistic root form and the stool of trunk form, with polished surface, table 138
cm x 131 cm, stool 38 cm x 29 cm each
$200-$300

Lot 037
碧玉茶具一套
A s e t of s p i n a c h g re e n j a d e te a w a re ,
comprised of a teapot and four cups,
the body carved in low relief with floral
scrollwork and petals, teapot height 8.5 cm,
cup height 2.9 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 038
宜兴茶具一套
A set of Yixing pottery teaware, comprised of a teapot, six cups
and a tray, the body made of trunk shape, the base inscribed
with a four-character artist seal mark, diameter 7.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 039
菊花石砚台
A chrysanthemum rock ink stone, of flatten form, featuring
natural rock veining in shape of chrysanthemum, 20 cm x 10
cm
$200-$300

Lot 040
西式书挡一对及西式赏瓶一个
A pair of European style bookends, of foliage form covered
in gilt paint, with an embellished La Conga bottle, bookends
height 16.5 cm, bottle height 19 cm
$200-$300

Lot 041
木面具两件及雕刻木板一个
A set of wood carvings, comprised of two wood masks and
one Thailand style wood hanging panel, mask 33 cm x 20 cm,
panel 40 cm x 28 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 042
碧玉山子
A green jade mountain, horizontally orientated, outlined mountain peaks, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 7.5 cm, width
18 cm
$200-$300

Lot 043
岩石 避雨岩
A yellow limestone scholar's rock, with jagged surface and crevices, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 6.5 cm, width 16 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 044
天然赏石

Lot 045
赏石 高山流水

A yellow limestone boulder, with dark brown inclusions and grey
veining, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 11.5 cm

A small scholar's rock, of dark beige tone, accompanied with
fitted wood stand, height 8.5 cm, weight 281 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 046
赏石 别有洞天

Lot 047
印章章料三个

A brown scholar's rock, of irregular form with wrinkled surface,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 10 cm, weight 748
grams

A pair of hardstone seals and a bloodstone boulder seal, the
seals of rectangular section, the boulder intricately carved
with an aged pine tree growing from a rocky mountain,
uncarved seal face, height 7.8 cm, width 1.2 cm each (pair),
height 6 cm, width 6.3 cm (boulder)

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 048
寿山石薄意章料

Lot 049
双燕根雕

A Shoushan stone seal, of boulder form,
carved in low relief with sika deers under
bamboo, the stone of pale yellow tone
with mottled black, height 4 cm, weight
101 grams

A root carving, naturalistic formed with two embracing birds, with a wood stand,
height 12.5 cm
$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 050
根雕“善护念”
A wooden root calligraphy panel, with character "Shan Hu Nian", inscribed with three red seals, 34.5 cm x 123 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 051
黄和杰制 紫砂茶具一套
A set of Zisha teapot and cups, moulded with bamboo
and root designs around the body, the base with a fourcharacter Huang Hejie seal mark, accompanied with artist
biography with the set of teapot, teapot height 8 cm
$200-$300

Lot 052
赏石 岁月
A grey multi- layered scholar's rock, with horizontal
wrinkled surface, accompanied with fitted wood stand,
height 8 cm, length 33 cm
$200-$300

Lot 053
台湾碧玉山子 山青水秀
A large green jade mountain, of emerald green tone with
white inclusions, accompanied with fitted wood stand,
height 19.5 cm, weight 3535 grams
$200-$300

Lot 054
赏石 远山的呼唤
A black limestone scholar's rock, in form of continuous
l a n d s c a p e , w i t h h o r i z o n t a l ve i n i n g , a n d r i d g e s ,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, length 60 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 055
赏石 敦煌福地

Lot 056
天然赏石

A scholar's rock, the stone accented with ridges and crevices,
of mixed brown and black tone, accompanied with green
wood stand, height 6.5 cm, weight 1563 grams

A weathered scholar's rock, in form of mountains, accompanied
with green wood stand, height 11 cm, weight 3762 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 057
彩灵璧石

Lot 058
赏石 两件 普天同庆 高山流水

A white lingbi stone scholar's rock, vertically oriented curving at
the top, of alternating black and white tone with white veining,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 16 cm, weight 3770
grams

Two pieces of scholar's rock, comprised of one 'waterfall' rock
and one mineral raw rock, accompanied with fitted stand, height
7.5 & 11.5 cm, weight 425 & 1158 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 059
黄蜡石

Lot 060
彩陶石 红岩

A yellow wax stone boulder, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 18 cm, weight 9032 grams

A brown pottery stone scholar's rock, covered with crevices,
ridges and jagged protrusions, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 15 cm, weight 1977 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 061
黄蜡石 拳拳之心

Lot 062
类化石 深山小径

A brown pottery stone scholar's rock, covered with crevices,
ridges and jagged protrusions, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 15 cm, weight 1977 grams

A fossil-like stone, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 15
cm, weight 1405 grams with base

$200-$300
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$200-$300

Lot 063
赏石 千年神龟
A grey weathering scholar's rock, featuring multilayered inclusions, height 11 cm, weight 5771
grams
$200-$300

Lot 064
天然赏石
A weathering scholar's rock, the stone accented
with ridges and crevices, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 11 cm, weight 5242 grams
$200-$300

Lot 065
灵芝石 火眼金睛
A yellow lingzhi scholar's rock, featuring naturally formed swirls mimicking lingzhi fungus, accompanied with conforming wood
stand, height 28.5 cm, width 47 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 066
尼亚加拉瀑布 油画
Night view of Niagara Falls, oil on cavas,
with frame, 37.5 cm x 72 cm
$200-$300

Lot 067
街景 油画
Japanese street scene, oil on canvas,
signed SAKAI on lower right corner, with
frame, 22.5 cm x 32 cm
$200-$300

Lot 068
山野 油画
Landscape, oil on canvas, signed SAKAI
on lower right corner, with frame, 22 cm
x 31 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 069
天然瘿木座
A burl wood stand, of flat irregular form, the polished
surface featuring organic rings and swirls, 40 cm x 27
cm x 6 cm
$200-$300

Lot 070
天然瘿木座
A burl wood stand, of flat irregular form, the polished
surface featuring organic rings and swirls, 56 cm x 26
cm
$200-$300

Lot 071
天然瘿木座
A burl wood stand, of flat irregular form, the polished
surface featuring organic rings and swirls, 58 cm x 38
cm
$200-$300

Lot 072
酸枝架景泰蓝铜吊钟
A bronze cloisonne bell, accompanied with a carved
wood stand and a small wood hammer, height 56 cm,
width 38 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 073
王立芬制 绿泥紫砂带证书
A green clay zisha teapot, of compressed globular body with curved
handle and short spout, stamped with three Wang Lifen artist seals,
accompanied with artist signed certificate, height 7 cm, width 13
cm
$200-$300

Lot 074
徐萍制 绿泥紫砂带证书
A green clay zisha teapot, of angular body supported with four feet,
stamped with three Xu Ping artist seals, accompanied with artist
signed certificate, height 7 cm, width 12 cm
$200-$300

Lot 075
章燕明制 紫砂壶
A zisha teapot, of globular body with curved handle and spout, the
base inscribed with four-character Chang Yanming artist seal mark,
height 10 cm
$200-$300

Lot 076
周圣希制 紫砂壶
A Yan Pu Ju zisha teapot, of cylindrical form with short spout
and curved handle, decorated with a raised band and auspicious
emblem, the lid incised with Yan Pu Ju, the base with artist seal
mark, height 10.5 cm without stand
$200-$300

Lot 077
周圣希制 紫砂兰花盆
A zisha flower pot, the body of hexagonal form with a matching
tray, incised with pine trees and seal script calligraphy, the base
pierced with six holes and inscribed with Zhou Shengxi artist seal
mark, height 17.5 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 078
硬木博古架

Lot 079
酸枝茶棚

A hardwood display cabinet, the top section divided into open
compartments of varying sizes, the borders decorated with burl
wood, all above a cabinet comprised of a pair of drawers and
hinged doors set with marble dreamstone, 185 cm x 85 cm x 32
cm

A small hardwood display cabinet, the top part with a display
shelf, of rectangular outline with a pair of doors decorated with
flowers in low relief, length 49 cm, width 28 cm, height 62.5 cm
$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 080
硬木博古阁

Lot 081
清末酸枝套几四件

A wood display shelf, divided into open compartments of
varying sizes, decorated with borders of scroll ends, height 91
cm, width 144 cm

A nest of four suanzhi rosewood occasional tables, each with
a rectangular top with pierced geometric frieze on slim legs
joined by foot stretchers, height 72 cm, width 38 cm

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 083
民国仕女 油画
Two oil paintings of portrait, one portrayed two ladies playing musical instrument, the
other portrayed a lady sitting on the chair, oil on canvas, with frame, 28.5 cm x 36 cm
each
$200-$300

Lot 082
于右任（1879-1964）书法条幅

Lot 084
菊花石

Cursive calligraphy, signed Yu Youren,
with one seal of the artist, ink on paper,
hanging scroll, 135 cm x 38.5 cm

A black rock, of natural boulder form, featuring white veining of chrysanthemum shape,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 7 cm, weight 2578.5 grams

$200-$300
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$200-$300

Lot 085
类化石 风沙漫天
A yellow fossil-like stone, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 11 cm, weight 4072 grams
$200-$300

Lot 086
黄蜡石
A 'yellow wax' stone boulder, featuring a central cave,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 11 cm,
weight 5332 grams
$200-$300

Lot 087
赏石 巧夺天工
A multi-layered scholar's rock, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 20 cm, weight 3276 grams
$200-$300

Lot 088
赏石 蜀道难
A grey limestone scholar's rock, in form of folded
mountain with deep crevices, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 22 cm, weight 7571 grams with base
$200-$300
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Lot 089
赏石 普度众生

Lot 090
赏石 千锤百炼

A red scholar's rock, in form of a mountain peak, accented
with ridges and crevices, with fitted wood stand, height 17
cm, weight 2094 grams

A yellow agatized rock boulder, in screen form, accompanied with
fitted wood stand, height 21 cm, weight 6778 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 091
天然赏石

Lot 092
禅石摆件

A grey L-shaped stone, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 9 cm, weight 719.5 grams

A yellow and brown dhyana stone, with fitted wood stand, height
11 cm, weight 4405 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 093
宜兴紫砂方壶
A square zisha teapot, with a flatten lid, the body
incised with calligraphy and orchid, the base with
four-character Zhong Guo Yixing mark, height 7.5
cm, width 7.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 094
曹婉芬制 紫砂提梁壶
A zisha pottery teapot, of cylindrical body with a
upright handle, set with a straight spout on the
side, the exterior incised with calligraphy scripts
and bamboo leaves, the base inscribed with a fourcharacter artist mark, height 15 cm
$200-$300

Lot 095
荆溪惠孟臣制 紫砂壶
A Zisha pottery teapot, of oval body with curved
handle and spout, incised with bird and plum
blossom on front and a poem on reverse, the base
with a artist seal, height 10.4 cm
$200-$300

Lot 096
赏石 黄土高坡
A red scholar's rock, accented with ridges and
crevices, with fitted wood stand, weight 3169 grams
$200-$300
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Lot 097
汉白玉雕美人图
A white stone figure, carved with a naked lady in
recumbent pose, height 16 cm, weight 4583 grams
$200-$300

Lot 098
赏石 悬崖峭壁
A black and yellow dhyana stone boulder, accompanied
with fitted wood stand, weight 3849 grams
$200-$300

Lot 099
水成石 蹉跎岁月
A yellow sedimentary scholar's rock, of horizontal
orientation, in form of landscape, accompanied with
fitted wood stand, weight 1848 grams
$200-$300

Lot 100
赏石
A grey and yellow scholar's rock, in form of table
screen, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 26
cm, weight 6584 grams
$200-$300

Lot 101
灵璧石山子
A lingbi scholar's rock, the black section formed in two
mountain peaks, the white section in irregular form,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, weight 2278
grams
$200-$300
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Lot 102
赏石 多姿多彩

Lot 103
黄蜡石

A marble stone boulder, in screen form, of spinach green tone
with olive green and crimson suffusions, height 15 cm, weight
7480 grams with base

A yellow wax stone boulder, featuring several small openings,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 8 cm, weight 5937
grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 104
彩陶石 悬崖栈道

Lot 105
天然赏石

A pottery stone boulder, of horizontal orientation, with
smooth and polished surface mimicking the pottery finish,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, weight 4153 grams

A red scholar's rock, of boulder form, with yellow suffusions,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 6 cm, weight 3190
grams

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 106
赏石

Lot 0107
寿山石雕 人物

A spinach green cobble stone boulder, the stone of olive
green tone with pale yellow streaks, the surface featuring
a Buddha-shaped pattern and covered with ridges and
crevices, weight 993 grams

A Shoushan stone carved figural group, incised with coin patterns
and auspicious characters, height 18 cm, weight 6734 grams
$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 108
特大赏石 夜夜独饮
An enormous lingbi stone boulder, of black colour suffused with white veining depicting a scholar drinking underneath waterfall,
accompanied with a four-legged wood stand, height 42 cm, width 77 cm, 200 kg
$200-$300
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Lot 109
铜立鹤一对
A pair of gilt bronze figures, depicting
cranes standing on the back of turtles,
the body with several patina rust spots,
height 124 cm each
$200-$300

Lot 110
石湾瓷大佛像
A Shiwan porcelain figure, depicting
s t a n d i n g G a u t a m a B u d d h a i n re d
draped robe, in abhaya-vara mudra, the
base stamped with three seals, height
108 cm
$200-$300

Lot 111
大理石立屏 虎 王觉刻 杨春风题字

Lot 112
日本风格刺绣立屏

A marble screen, of circular form with rectangular stand,
incised with a painting of crouching tiger, signed by the
artist Yang Chunfeng, diameter 76.5 cm

A Japanese style needlepoint fire screen, featuring embroidery on
silk of eagle and peonies, with embroidered artist signature and seal
of Yumiko, with wood frame and stand, height 104 cm, width 92.5 cm
with frame & stand

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 113
大漆嵌螺钿花鸟屏风
A four-panel inlaid screen, comprising four wooden
panels, each covered with black lacquer and inlaid with
mother-of-pearl, the front depicting scenes of songbirds
perching on flowering branches, the back with gilt line
drawings, height 182.5 cm, length 180 cm
$200-$300

Lot 114
天然瘿木随型座

Lot 115
硬木雕布袋和尚

A raw tree root, with polished surface, height 21 cm, width 40 cm

A large wood figure, carved with a standing laughing
Buddha, covered in gilt lacquer, height 117.5 cm

$200-$300
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$200-$300

Lot 116
19 世纪硬木雕十八罗汉
A set of eighteen wood carved figures, depicting eighteen arhats (luohan) with various postures, with minor cracks, height 56 cm
each
$200-$300
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Lot 117
根雕书法横幅带框
A wooden root calligraphy panel, signed
with artist seal, with frame, 45 cm x 135
cm
$200-$300

Lot 118
胡恒（1919-2007 ）书法条幅 立轴
Cursive Calligraphy, signed Hu Heng, with two seals of the artist, ink on paper, hanging scroll,
135 cm x 34 cm
$200-$300

Lot 119
19 世纪风情油画两幅
Two oil paintings of landscape, one portrayed rickshaw driver, the other portrayed several
figues in courtyard, artist signed, oil on canvas, with frame, 38 cm x 53 cm each
$200-$300
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Lot 120
中华奇石 御苑赏石 书籍两本

Lot 121
水成石 休憩

Two books of China's Rare Stones and The Imperial Rocks

A yellow sedimentar y scholar's rock , of horizontal
orientation, in form of landscape, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, weight 2087 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 122
赏石 仙人壁

Lot 123
卵石 眼眸

A yellow scholar's rock, with a miniature figure, the craggy surface
formed a landscape of pine trees by the cliffs, with fitted wood
stand, height 16 cm, weight 3244 grams

A cobble stone boulder, the stone of olive green tone,
featuring a moon-shaped ridge, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 5 cm, weight 1935 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 124 砾岩 立地成佛

Lot 125 吕武林 太极系列

A conglomerate boulder, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, weight 1949 grams

A Taiji man figure, with minor crystalline inclusions, carved by Taiwan artist
Lui Wulin, height 10 cm, weight 2712 grams

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 126 赏石 秋韵

Lot 127 玉原石

A red pottery stone scholar's rock, of horizontal orientation, in form of
mountain peaks, covered with crevices, ridges and jagged protrusions,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 10.5 cm, weight 1021.5
grams

A green jade boulder, of natural boulder form, the
spinach green stone with heavy russet inclusions,
height 13.5 cm, weight 1137.5 grams

$200-$300
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$200-$300

Lot 128
赏石 海上升明月
A large cobblestone scholar's rock, of
oval screen form, the stone featuring
a moon on reddish brown ground,
accompanied with car ved wood
stand, height 23 cm, width 33 cm
$200-$300

Lot 129
赏石 冬日
A large cobblestone scholar's rock, of
screen form, the stone of olive green
tone with white veining, accompanied
with carved wood stand, height 32
cm, width 20 cm
$200-$300

Lot 130
钟乳石 古城春秋
A stalactite stone, featuring naturallyformed crystallization, of light yellow
tone, accompanied with fitted wood
frame and stand, height 32 cm, width
46 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 131
毛梅红制 紫砂壶
A Zisha teapot, of globular body with curved
handle and spout, decorated with bamboo
leaves in low relief, the base inscribed with
four-character Mao Hongmei artist seal mark,
accompanied with a wooden case, height 8
cm, width 15 cm
$200-$300

Lot 132
陈岩制 紫砂壶
A Zisha teapot, of rectangular body with
curved handle and spout, the base inscribed
with two-character Chen Yan artist seal mark,
accompanied with a fitted case, height 9 cm,
width 14 cm
$200-$300

Lot 133
顾鹏程制 紫砂壶
A Zisha teapot, of globular body with curved
handle and spout, decorated with leaves
in low relief, the base inscribed with fourcharacter Gu Pengcheng artist seal mark ,
accompanied with a fitted case, height 10 cm,
width 13 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 134
赏石 探索
A black scholar's rock, of vertical orientation resembling a steep cliff
scene with a slender piercing to the side, the stone of black tone with
white veining, accompanied with a wood stand, height 47 cm, width
19 cm
$200-$300

Lot 135
黄蜡石
A yellow 'wax' stone scholar's rock, of natural boulder form, the
surface riddled with eroded holes, height 17 cm without the base、
$200-$300

Lot 136
禅石 中流砥柱
A dhyana stone, of mountain peak form, of brown tone with olive
green suffusions, with fitted wood stand, height 42 cm, width 21 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 137
台湾碧玉山子
A Laoshan green stone scholar's rock, horizontally
orientated, outlined mountain peaks, accompanied
with fitted wood stand, height 5 cm, weight 1.3 kg
$200-$300

Lot 138
赏石 姐妹峰
A yellow scholar's rock, of horizontal orientation,
the craggy rock covered with ridges and crevices,
with fitted wood stand, height 10 cm, weight 2.59
kg
$200-$300

Lot 139
岩石 名胜古迹

Lot 140
灵璧石

Lot 141
禅石 历史遗痕

A m u l t i - l a y e r e d s c h o l a r 's r o c k , o f
triangular section, featuring streaks of
various shades of grey, accompanied with
fitted wood stand, height 11.5, weight
929 grams

A black lingzhi stone scholar's rock,
of s l e n d e r f o r m , f e a t u r i n g s w i r l s
mimicking the shape of lingzhi fungus,
accompanied with fitted wood stand,
height 27 cm, weight 929 grams

A dhyana stone, of boulder form,
covered with red crevices on brown
ground, accompanied with fitted
wood stand, height 18 cm, weight
3.18 kg

$200-$300

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 143
赏石 休憩小站
A scholar's rock, of boulder form, featuring
an oval concave, with fitted wood stand,
height 13 cm, weight 936 grams
$200-$300

Lot 142 岩石 水滴石穿
A large scholar's rock, in naturalistic form resembles a mountainscape with one
opening, the stone of layered black and red streaks, with fitted wood stand, height
21.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 144
蟾蜍石及皂石石雕
A toad stone figure and a soapstone
car ving, figure 5.5 cm x 4 cm,
soaptone carving 20 cm x 7 cm
$200-$300

Lot 145
赏石 生命之重
A scholar's rock, curving at the top and overhanging to the right side, the black stone
with crystalline filled cracks, accompanied with green painted wood stand, height 30 cm
without the base
$200-$300
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Lot 146
民国酸枝翘头柜案

Lot 147
老木雕麒麟一对

A Suanzhi wood altar cabinet,the top section flanked by scroll
ends, comprised of a pair of hinged doors surmounted by a
pair of drawers, decorated with longevity roundels and chilong
scrolls in low relief, 125 cm x 50 cm x 83 cm

A pair of gilt wood figures, depicting seated Qilin mythical
beasts on rectangular base, covered in gilt red lacquer, height
110 cm each

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 148
老大漆描绘故事人物赏瓶一对

Lot 149
天然翡翠白菜配天然檀香木座

A pair of red lacquered vases, of baluster form, painted with
rectangular panels of landscape on red ground, with abraded
mouth and foot rim, height 132 cm, diameter 64 cm each

A jadeite cabbage, the stone of pale green and lavender tone,
surmounted by a sandalwood stand of natural form, length
16.5 cm

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 150
原木茶盘

Lot 151
原石茶盘

A wood tea tray, in form of a flatten trunk, 85 cm x 34 cm

A black stone tea tray, with polished top, 48
cm x 48 cm

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 152
青铜佛像

Lot 153
特大青石壶

A bronze Guanyin figure, seated in lalitasana on a double lotus
base with beaded rims, with the right leg resting on an extended
lotus blossom, the hands in vitarkamudra, adorned in various
jewelry and flanked by lotus blossoms at the shoulders, the
serene face surmounted by a foliate tiara, overall covered in
patina, height 58 cm, width 31 cm

An enormous spinach green stone carved teapot, inscribed
with a poem and signed by the artist, height 121 cm
$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 154
赏石 望月台
A scholar's rock, covered in ridges and crevasses, of yellow and
brown tone, accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 24 cm,
weight 11925 grams
$200-$300

Lot 155
赏石 石窟
A scholar's rock, of brown tone, featuring a black bulge, with fitted
wood stand, height 12 cm, weight 3114 grams
$200-$300

Lot 156
赏石 石中佛
A large scholar's rock, in form of a mountain, the stone of apple
green tone covered with russet skin, accompanied with fitted wood
stand, height 27 cm, 14 kg
$200-$300

Lot 157
赏石 裂变
A scholar's rock, covered in ridges and crevasses, of brown tone,
accompanied with fitted wood stand, height 17 cm, weight 10902
grams
$200-$300
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Lot 158
天然彩赏石
An enormous scholar's rock ,
of boulder form, with irregular
craggy surface, accompanied with
fitted wood stand, height 46 cm,
width 59 cm
$200-$300

Lot 159
风化石 西北风
A grey limestone scholar's rock,
of horizontal orientation, in form
of mountainous landscape, with
fitted wood stand, weight 627
grams with base
$200-$300

Lot 160
类化石七件 鹦鹉嘴螺化石 鹗
头贝化石
Seven pieces of fossil-like stones,
in form of stringocephalus fossil,
16 cm x 15 cm (largest), diameter
6 cm (smallest)
$200-$300
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Lot 161
台湾原住民木雕三件

Lot 162
雕塑三件

A set of two seated black wood figures and a pair of clogs,
probably African, 32 cm x 19 cm (large figure), 38 cm x 20 cm
(clogs)

A set of three decorative pieces, comprised of a lady pottery
figure, a puppy and a Japanese stone carved figure, stone figure
height 27 cm

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 163
木雕四件

Lot 164
黑茶壶及瓷罐四件

A set of wood carved figures, comprised of a Buddha carving,
a pair of cranes and a man figure, crane height 38.5 cm

A set of two Japanese iron teapots and two Japanese porcelain
jars, diameter 26 cm, height 18 cm (largest jar)

$200-$300

$200-$300
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Lot 165
小陶罐

Lot 166
小陶罐带盖

A small pottery jar, of compressed globular body, covered in a
beige pigment, the biscuit is in reddish brown color, diameter 6.5
cm, height 5 cm

A small pottery jar with cover, of globular body, diameter 8 cm
$100-$200

$200-$300

Lot 167
新时期时代 双耳陶罐

Lot 168
小陶瓶一对

A Neolithic pottery jar, of compressed globular body flanked
by a apir of handles, painted to the exterior in brown color with
geometrical design, height 7 cm, diameter 7 cm

A pair of pottery vases, of baluster form with foliated rim,
painted with floral pattern, height 11.5 cm
$500-$600

$300-$600

Lot 169
“书锦堂制”青花小水洗
A small blue and white jar, of globular form, painted with
scholar figures in a garden landscape, the base inscribed with
Shu Jing Tang Zhi mark, height 5 cm, diameter 7 cm
$200-$400
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Lot 170
徽章瓷
European style porcelain cup with cover, flanked by a pair of handles, decorated
with gilt characters and borders, height 16 cm, diameter 12 cm
$200-$300

Lot 171
青花小盖罐
A blue and white box with cover, of cylindrical body, painted with Fu, Lu and
Shou deities in a garden landscape, height 10 cm, diameter 7 cm
$200-$400

Lot 172
龙泉小碗
One crackle celadon glazed bowl, of deep rounded sides raised on a short
circular foot rim, overall applied with a celadon glaze suffused with a matrix of
colourless and greyish crackles, the bare base burnt orange-brown in the firing,
D: 11 cm, H: 5.5 cm
$100-$200

Lot 173
瓷笔架
One blue and brown glazed brush rest, of crescent shape and is molded as
five mountain peaks of graduated height, the pierced lower body resembling
craggy rocks, the bare base reveals its white body, W: 8.5 cm, H: 9 cm
$100-$200

Lot 174
双圈款冰梅小罐
A blue and white jar, of globular body, painted with plum blossom pattern, the
base inscribed with double ring, height 12 cm, diameter 12 cm
$100-$200
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Lot 175
清青花带盖小罐
A blue and white jar and cover, of cylindrical form, painted with
flowers, birds and butterflies, height 6.5 cm, diameter 6 cm
$200-$300

Lot 176
清五彩小罐
A Wucai jar, of globular body, painted with riverside landscape,
height 12 cm, diameter 12.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 177
光绪款粉彩石榴花纹茶壶
A famille rose teapot, of globular body with a handled lid, painted
with a fruiting and flowering branch of pomegranate, accompanied
with an inscription and three red seal marks, the base with a sixcharacter Guangxu mark, height 12 cm, diameter 10 cm
$300-$400

Lot 178
光绪款粉彩花鸟罐一对
A pair of famille rose jars, of ovoid body with gilt lipped mouth
rim, each painted with songbird and insect amidst peony clusters,
accompanied with inscription and red seal marks, the base with fourcharacter Yongzheng mark, height 13.5 cm, diameter 8.5 cm
$300-$400

Lot 179
民国粉彩水仙盆
One famille rose octagonal narcissus bowl, the curved octagonal
sides supported on four bracket feet, the exterior painted with
lady figures in a garden landscape, the base inscribed with a fourcharacter red seal mark, height 7 cm, width 21 cm
$200-$300
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Lot 180
居节（1524-1585） 山水
水墨纸本 立轴

Lot 181
文嘉 （1501-1583）山水
绢本 立轴

Lot 182
唐岱 （1673-1752）山水
设色纸本 立轴

Landscape painting, signed Ju Jie
(1524-1585), with three seals of the
artists, ink on paper, hanging scroll,
101 cm x 34 cm

Landscape painting, signed Wen Jia (15011583), with three seals of the artists, ink on silk,
hanging scroll, 162 cm x 45 cm

Landscape painting, signed Tang
Dai (1673-1752), with four seals of
the artists, ink and watercolor on
paper, hanging scroll, 162 cm x 45
cm

$1500-$2500
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$5000-$6000

$1500-$2500

Lot 184
成化款斗彩历史故事笔筒
A blue and white doucai brush pot, of waisted cylindircal body,
painted to the exterior with boys at leisure time in a garden
landscape, inscribed with a poem describing the scene and
signed Yun Lin Ju with two red seals, the recessed base with sixcharacter Ming Chenghua mark, diameter 10 cm, height 11.5 cm
$1000-$2,000

Lot 185
宋阳江窑四足莲花式洗
Lot 183
杨伯润（1837-1911） 山水 高钊中 书法 设色纸本
双挖
Landscape, signed Yang Borun, with two seals of the artist,
with calligraphy inscription by Gao Zhaozhong (1833-1907),
ink and watercolor on silk, 37.5 cm x 50.5 cm

A robin's egg glazed washer, of four-lobed body supported by
four ruyi-shaped feet, overall covered in blue glaze suffused with
mottled dark lavender, accompanied with a fitted wood stand,
height 3 cm, length 10.5 cm
$200-$400

$1,500-$2,000

Lot 186
德化窑暗刻富贵长命小碗一对
A pair of Dehua blanc de chine bowls, of rounded sides, the
white glazed exterior decorated with raised lotus petals and
four roundels enclosing the charaters Fu Gui Chang Meng
(meaning wealth and longevity), diameter 12 cm, height 6 cm
$200-$400
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Lot 187
红釉小碗

Lot 188
青釉三足莲花洗

A copper red bowl, potted with rounded flared sides, applied
with a dark red glaze, the interior and base glazed white,
diameter 14.5 cm, height 6 cm

A celadon glazed washer, of compressed globular body
supported by three cabriole feet, the exterior decorated with
raised bagua pattern, the interior with an unglazed lotus, height
6 cm, diameter 12 cm

$200-$300

$800-$1,000

Lot 189
宋白瓷暗刻纹盘

Lot 190
青釉暗刻纹碗 有冲

A Song white glazed plate, extended with lobed mouth rim,
the interior decorated with dragon and phoenix amidst peony
scrolls in low relief, diameter 21.5 cm

A celadon bowl, of rounded sides rising from a short foot,
incised around the exterior with lotus petals, overall covered in
greyish green glaze except the mouth and the base revealing the
buff body, with a hairline crack on the body, diameter 15 cm

$400-$600

$300-$500
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Lot 191
道光款山水画小杯一对

Lot 192
康熙款釉里红窑变斗笠碗

A pair of grisaille decorated cups, of deep rounded sides
rising for a short foot, painted with ink and iron red with
landscape scenes, the base inscribed with six-character
Daoguang mark, height 7.2 cm, diameter 8.1 cm each

A copper red bowl, of conical form with striaght foot rim, overall
covered in red glaze with splashed green color, the base inscribed
with six-character Kangxi mark in cobalt blue, height 5.5 cm,
diameter 17.7 cm

$600-$800

$800-$1,000

Lot 193
清粉彩瘦骨和尚
A famille rose figure of ascetic luohan, with his left hand behind
the head, wearing a loin cloth decorated with flowers, the bare
chest revealing an emaciated torso, unglazed base, height 15 cm
$800-$1,000

Lot 194
丁衍庸 (1902 - 1978）
鸳鸯 设色纸本 镜心
本作品直接得自丁公学生
Mandarin ducks, signed Ding
Yanyong, with one seal of the
artist, watercolor and ink on
paper, with frame, 51 cm x 30
cm
$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 195
符铁年（1886-1947） 梅花 吴子深（1893-1972）
书法 成扇
Plum blossoms, signed with one seal of the artist Fu
Tienian, the reverse inscribed with a poem, signed with
two seals of the artist Wu Zishen (1893-1972), with a tag
of Jianding red seal, ink and watercolour mounted on
carved bamboo fan
$1,000-$2,000

Lot 196
商笙伯 （1869-1962）花卉 杜就田 书法 成扇
Flower and willow, signed with one seal of the artist Shang
Shengbo, the reverse inscribed with a poem, signed with
two seals of the artist Du Jiutian (Qing dynasty), ink and
watercolor mounted on bamboo fan
$1,000-$2,000

Lot 197
黑伯龙 （1915-1989）山水书法 成扇
Pine tree and mountainous landscape, signed with two
seals of the artist Hei Bolong, the reverse inscribed with
a poem, signed with two seals of the same artist, ink on
paper mounted on folded bamboo fan
$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 198
沈瑶池（1810-1888） 古典人物 设色纸本 立轴
A sage and two boys, signed Shen Yaochi (1810-1888), with
one seal of the artist, ink and watercolor one paper, hanging
scroll, 131 cm x 65 cm

Lot 199
尹如天 蜂蝶图 绢本 镜心
Insect and flower, signed Yin Rutian, with four seals of the
artist, ink and watercolor on silk, with frame, 97 cm x 49 cm
$800-$1,500

$500-$1,000
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Lot 200
佚名 山水楼阁 绢本 立轴

Lot 201
佚名 禄寿图 绢本 立轴

Multi-storeyed pavilion, with four seals of the artist, ink and
watercolor on silk, hanging scroll, 103 cm x 81 cm

A pair of deer under peach tree, with one seal of the artst, ink and
watercolor on paper, hanging scroll, 110 cm x 60 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$1,000-$2,000

Lot 202
佚名 佛像图 绢本 立轴

Lot 203
佚名 花鸟 绢本 斗方

Guanyin, with two seals of the artists, ink and watercolor on
silk, hanging scroll, 122 cm x 64.5 cm

Songbirds perching on bamboo branches, with two seals of the
artist, watercolor and ink on silk, 30.5 cm x 31 cm

$1,000-$2,000

$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 204
佚名 山水 绢本 圆光
Riverside landscape, with two seals of the artist, watercolor
and ink on circular silk, diameter 31.5 cm
$1,000-$2,000

Lot 205
溥儒 （1893-1965）神仙故事 绢本 镜心

Lot 206
溥儒 （1893-1965）七言联 设色纸本

Figure of Zhong Kui, singed Pu Xinyu,(1893-1965), with three seals of
the artist, watercolor and ink on silk, 38 cm x 27.5 cm

Calligraphy couplet, signed Puru (1896-1963), with four
seals of the artist, ink and watercolor on paper, 68 cm x 11
cm each

$2,000-$4,000

$2,000-$4,000
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Lot 207
清白玉转心珮

Lot 208
清玉扣挂件两件

A white jade Zhuanxin pendant, carved with swirling clouds,
diameter 5.5 cm

Two pieces of jade pendants, comprised of one jadeite Bi
disk and one white jade floral button, the price tag is from
Guangzhou Antique Shop Head Office, diameter 6 cm & 4.5 cm

$600-$800

$300-$600

Lot 209
古玉发簪及手镯两件
A set of jade carvings, comprised of a celadon hairpin and a brown
bangle, the hairpin with a tag of Jianding seal mark, diameter 8 cm
$300-$600

Lot 210
白玉雕件两件
Two pieces of white jade toggles, one openwork carved with standing
crane and bamboo, the other in form of a recumbent pixiu mythical
beast, pixiu height 2.5 cm, crane height 6 cm
$600-$800
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Lot 211
老翡翠烟嘴
A jadeite cigarette holder, of slender body
with tapered mouth, the stone of light apple
green tone, suffused with splashes of apple
green color, length 12 cm
$600-$800

Lot 212
老银器茶具三件
Three pieces of silver tea ware, comprised of
a handled filter, a cylindrical tea jar and an
openwork tray, all stamped with silver mark
on base, diameter 12.5 cm (tray)
$300-$400

Lot 213
万宝龙银色钢笔
A Montblanc fountain pen, with 18K nib,
engraved with 1810, length 13.5 cm
$200-$300

Lot 214
Sheaffer 钢笔
A pair of famille rose jars, of ovoid body A
fine Sheaffer fountain pen, with original case,
ink cartridges and warranty, length 14 cm
$200-$300

Lot 215
清 白釉水滴
A white glazed waterdropper, of domed
body with a short spout, covered in a cream
white glaze suffused with a matrix of greyish
crackles, the bare base revealing its buff body,
height 4 cm, diameter 7.5 cm
$300-$400
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Lot 216
青花喜字罐

Lot 217
民国粉彩瓶一对有修补

One blue and white ginger jar, of ovoid body with flatten
cover, painted to the body with Double Happines ornaments
surrounded by orchid scrolling foliage, the shoulder with a
red "jian ding" (Certified Export approval) seal mark, height
24 cm, diameter 21 cm

A pair of famille rose vases, each of baluster body set with a
pair of lion-mask faux ring handles on the angular shoulder,
decorated with bogu and inscribed with cursive and seal script
calligraphy, signed Xie Daxing and Cha Chenxing, one vase with
cracked mouth rim, height 45 cm, diameter 18 cm

$200-$300

$300-$400

Lot 218
民国矾红开光人物盖罐

Lot 219
酱釉执壶

A famille rose porridge jar and cover, the shoulder set with
two pairs of loop handles, painted with ruyi-head-shaped
panels of lady in a garden, reserved on a gilt orange-glazed
ground, height 19 cm, diameter 19 cm$

A brown-glazed stoneware ewer, the ovoid body set with the
curved spout and S-shaped handle, the ribbed neck rising to a
dished mouth, covered in a brown glaze stopping at the lower
body, height 16 cm, diameter 11.5 cm

$300-$400

$300-$400
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Lot 220
青瓷执壶 盖有修补

Lot 221
清中期 出口粉彩大盘

A white glazed ewer, of ovoid body connecting to a garlicshaped mouth, surmounted by a broken lid, the unglazed
base burnt reddish brown in the firing, height 15 cm

A famille rose porcelain plate, painted to the interior with
flowers and leaves, diameter 31.5 cm

$300-$400

$200-$300

Lot 222
清 白玉牧童雕件

Lot 223
明 白玉执荷童子把件

A carved jade toggle, depicting a boy besides the recumbent
buffalo, the stone of a mottled grey colour with black
patches, accompanied with a wood stand, 2.9 cm x 5 cm

A white jade toggle, depicting an impish boy holding the stem
of lotus in hands, height 6.5 cm

$400-$500

$400-$600
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Lot 224
碧玉盖盒

Lot 225
清中期玉带钩

A green jade seal paste box with cover, the domed cover
decorated in low relief with peony spray, the fitted box raised
on a low foot, the stone of virid tone suffused with mottles
of spinach green colour, the body and the cover each with a
hairline crack, diameter 6.4 cm

A white jade belt hook, carved with a dragon's head forming
the hook, the softly-polished stone of an even white color, with
wood stand, length 9 cm
$100-$200

$100-$200

Lot 226
清白玉籽料把件

Lot 227
老寿山石印章

Lot 228
汪关款印章 上下求索

A white jade toggle, depicting a mythical beast,
height 2 cm

A Shoushan stone seal, of
square section, car ved a
mythical beast on the top,
the seal face car ved with
four characters, height 7 cm

A Shoushan stone seal, of square
section, carved a mythical beast on
the top, the seal face carved with
four characters, height 7 cm

$1,500-$2,000

$100-$200
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$100-$200

Lot 229
木雕香筒一对

Lot 230
清 老端砚

A pair of wood car ved incense holders with
covers, of slender cylindrical form, pierced with a
continuous scene depicting scholars under pine
trees, height 23.5 cm

A 19th century ink stone, in form of a shell, supported by three shell and
conch-shaped feet, accompanied with a fitted wood cover, height 4.3 cm,
length 18 cm

$400-$600

$600-$800

Lot 231
白铜佛像头带座

Lot 232
青铜盖炉带木座

A cupronickel Buddha head, with serene facial
expression, attached to a rectangular wood base, 20
cm x 10.5 cm without the stand

A bronze censer, with a knobbed handle reticulated with auspicious clouds,
of compressed body flanked by a pair of carved lion handles, the base cast
with a four-character mark, accompanied with a wood stand, height 7 cm,
diameter 7.5 cm

$300-$400

$600-$800
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Lot 233
清画珐琅茶托
A bronze enamel plate, decorated in blue, green and red
enamels on turquoise ground, with a short foot, with gilt
mouth and foot rim, length 14 cm
$200-$300

Lot 234
清无双谱茶壶
A famille rose teapot and cover, the rounded sides flanked
by a handle and a sprout, the cover surmounted by a
peach-shaped handle, the body and the cover painted
with historical figures from wushuangpu and inscribed
with poems praising them, height 10 cm, width 16 cm
$200-$300

Lot 235
德化白瓷八方花觚

Lot 236
”如意“款 五彩赏瓶

A Dehua blanc de chine vase, of octagonal Gu vessel form,
overall decorated with raised archaistic stiff leaves pattern,
height 22.5 cm, width 10.5 cm

One famille rose vase, of compressed globular body connecting
to a slender neck, painted with a group of playful lions, the base
with a mark of embroidery ball, accompanied with a fitted stand,
height 19 cm, diameter 15 cm

$200-$500
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$300-$600

Lot 237
青瓷暗刻小水洗

Lot 238
明青花烛台

A small incised green glazed waterpot, of compressed
globular form, the reddish brown base partially covered in
the same glaze, height 5 cm, diameter 7 cm

A blue and white candlestick, of reticulated bobeche supported
by a splayed base, painted with floral scrolls, height 5.5 cm,
diameter 9 cm

$100-$300

$100-$200

Lot 239
开片水盂

Lot 240
钧窑盘口碗

A crackle glazed waterpot, of domed shape pierced with an
aperture on top, height 6 cm, diameter 8 cm

A Jun-glazed bowl, Song style, of steep sides with straight
mouth rim, overall covered in a blue glaze accentuated with
splashed purple markings, height 6 cm, diameter 13.5 cm

$400-$600

$400-$600
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Lot 241
白瓷观音像

Lot 242
老青白瓷笑佛

A Dehua blanc de chine figure, depicting Guanyin dressed in
draped robe, reclining on a pile of books, the face in peaceful
expression, the bare base stamped with a CHINA mark, height
20 cm, width 16 cm

A Dehua blanc de chine figure, depicting laughing Buddha in
draped robe, reclining on a double-handled jar, the bare base
burnt dark-brown in the firing, height 18 cm, width 23 cm
$400-$800

$400-$800

Lot 243
刘泽棉款石湾瓷 钟馗

Lot 244
民国三童托桃瓷塑

One Shiwan pottery figure, depicting Zhong Kui draped in long
robes holding a fan in his hand, applied with red, russet and
dark brown glaze, the base inscribed with a three-character Liu
Zemian artist seal mark, height 40 cm

One famille rose figure group, depicting three sprightly boys
lifting a tremendous peach, the bare base exposing the white
porcelain body, height 26 cm, width 23 cm

$400-$600
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$200-$400

Lot 245
丁衍庸 (1902 - 1978）梅兰竹菊 水墨纸本 镜心 著名画家麦正题跋
Plum blossoms, orchids, bamboo and chrysanthemum, signed Ding Yanyong (1902-1978), with two seals of the artists, ink on paper,
43.5 cm x 141 cm
$2,000-$3,000

Lot 246
彭先诚 （1941- ）唐人诗意 设色纸本 镜心
此作品系 98 年中国水墨双年展参展作品 江苏画刊出版作品
Paintings of ancient poetry in boneless manner, signed Peng Xiancheng, with three seals of the
artists, ink and watercolor on paper, with frame, published in Jiangsu Art Monthly, vol 10 (1998):23,
accompanied with the published book, 22 cm x 132 cm
$8,000-$16,000

Lot 247
老锦织 上海外滩连框
A Chinese black and white embroidery panel of landscape, depicting the Bund of Shanghai, embroidered on the white silk, with
frame, 25 cm x 120 cm
$400-$500
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Lot 248
老锦织 颐和园风光连框
A Chinese black and white embroidery panel of landscape, depicting Summer Palace of the last dynasty of China, embroidered on
the white silk, signed on the glass cover indicating this piece as an opening gift, 24.5 cm x 117 cm
$400-$500

Lot 249
老锦织 西湖风光连框
A Chinese black and white embroidery panel of landscape, depicting West lake, embroidered on the white Chinese silk, with frame,
25 cm x 120 cm
$400-$500

Lot 250
1969 年香港出版石涛八大山人画册三册
Three books of selected painting and calligraphy of Shi Tao and
Bada Shanren, printed in Hong Kong, published in 1969, 53 cm x
37.5 cm
$800-$1,200
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Lot 251
赵雍 （1289-1360）
神仙故事 绢本 立轴

Lot 252
张之万 （1811-1897）山水
水墨纸本 立轴 上款人为顾若波

Offering felicitation, signed Zhao Yong (1289-1360),
with five seals of the artists, ink and watercolor on silk,
hanging scroll, 105 cm x 39 cm

Houses beside mountains, signed Zhang Zhiwan with three seals of
the artist, ink on paper, hanging scroll, 69.5 cm x 36.2 cm

$1,500-$2,500

$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 253
邓芬（1894-1963）东方朔像
设色纸本 立轴 上款人为仲生容祖椿

Lot 254
容祖椿（1872-1944）仕女
设色绢本 立轴

A scholar figure holding peaches, signed Deng Fen with one seal of the
artist, addressed to Rong Zuchun (1872-1944), ink and watercolor on
paper, hanging scroll, 67 cm x 29.7 cm

A lady figure, signed Rong Zuchun(1872-1944),
addressed to Li Xiangen (1893-1943), with one seal
of artist, ink and watercolor on silk, hanging scroll,
82 cm x 21 cm

$7,000-$12,000

$1,500-$2,500

上款人为李仙根（1893-1943），孙中山机
要秘书
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Lot 255
沈铨（1682-1760）百鸟朝凤 设色绢本
立轴

Lot 256
文伯仁（1502-1575）
山水 设色纸本 镜心

Lot 257
包世臣 （1775-1885）七言联
水墨纸本 立轴

Phoenix, cranes, mandarin ducks and other
birds, signed Sheng Quan with one seal of the
artist, ink and watercolour on silk, hanging
scroll, 176 cm x 97.5 cm

Scholar figures and landscape,
signed Wen Boren, with three
seals of the artist, ink and
watercolor on paper, 83 cm x
30 cm

Calligraphy Couplet, signed Bao Shichen,
with five seals of the artist, ink on paper,
hanging scroll, 134 cm x 28 cm each

$5,000-$6,000

$10,000-$20,000

$5,000-$6,000
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Lot 258
钱 慧 安 （18331911）历史故事
设色纸本 四条屏
立轴
Lady and scholar
figures, signed Qian
Huian with six seals
of t h e a r t i s t , i n k
and watercolour on
paper, four hanging
s c ro l l s , 1 3 2 c m x
39.8 cm each
$3,000-$5,000

Lot 259
吴伯潜 清末 八仙
设色纸本 四条屏
立轴
Scholar figures,
signed Wu Boqian
with two seals
each scroll, ink and
watercolour on
paper, four hanging
scrolls, 146.3 cm x
36.8 cm each
$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 261
老景泰蓝盖盒两个
Two pieces of cloisonne boxes with covers, featuring floral design, height
11.5 cm, diameter 6.5 cm (1/2), height 4.5 cm, diameter 8 cm (2/2)
$200-$300

Lot 262
景泰蓝盆玉树
A gemstone peach tree bonsai, the cloisonné jardiniere planted with a tree
bearing agate, jade and various gemstone peaches, height 23.5 cm, width
22 cm
$200-$300

Lot 260
唐云 （1910-1993）荷花 设色纸本 镜心
Lotus, signed Tang Yun and dated 1964, with two seals
of the artist, ink and watercolour on paper, with frame,
99.5 cm x 34 cm

Lot 263
铜雉鸡
A parcel-gilt figure of pheasant, the feathers alternately gilt, length 36 cm
$400-$600

$3,000-$4,000
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Lot 264
金属大烛台

Lot 265
金属大台灯带天使底座

A large European style gilt candelabra, height 103 cm

A large gilt lamp, supported by a angel-shaped base, height
106 cm

$300-$400

$300-$400

Lot 266
清紫檀雕山水人物山子
A 19th century zitan carving, portraying
scholar figures playing chess under an
aged pine tree amongst precipitous cliffs,
height 26 cm
$5,000-$10,000
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Lot 267
王鹤亭 庚子年 梅雀瓷板连红木
框
A famille rose porcelain plaque,
painted with a bird perching on plum
blossom branch, signed Wang Heting
(1921-2005) with two red seals, 25 cm
x 37 cm
$1,000-$2,000

Lot 268
硬木雕花鸟挂屏四幅

Lot 269
木雕螺钿花鸟屏风

A set of four pieces wood hanging panels, comprised of four
rectangular panels carved in high relief with flowers and birds,
height 86.5 cm, width 28 cm each

A four-panel screen, each panel with a carved wood frame,
the central section embellished with flowers and birds of the
four seasons, all reserved on black-lacquered ground, the
inlaid panels with minor loss and wear, 92 cm x 27.5 cm x 4

$300-$400

$200-$300
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Lot 270
光绪款粉彩万寿无疆对碗

Lot 271
果纹款粉彩对碗

A pair of famille rose bowls, painted with auspicious characters
Wan Shou Wu Jiang enclosed by roundels, reserved on a
floral scrollwork ground, the base inscribed with six-character
Guangxu mark, diameter 11.2 cm

A pair of famille rose bowls, with foliate rim, painted with
clusters of auspicious fruits and flowers, the base inscribed with
emblem of peach and bat in iron red, diameter 13.5 cm, height
5.3 cm each

$500-$600

$400-$600

Lot 272
宋青瓷小碟 有损

Lot 273
宋青瓷小盘 有冲

A celadon porcelain brush lick, of steep sides rising from a
short foot terminating to a hexalobed mouth rim, overall
covered in bluish green glaze except the brown base, with two
chips on the mouth rim, diameter 10.5 cm

A Qingbai brush lick, of shallow rounded sides, covered overall
in a soft green glaze except the mouth rim, incised to the
interior with floral sprays, with one hairline crack on the rim, ,
diameter 11 cm

$300-$600

$500-$800
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Lot 274
雍正款青花小洗

Lot 275
乾隆款粉彩过墙梅小碗

A blue and white brush washer, with low rounded sides
incurved at the mouth, the interior painted with a pair of
carps, the recessed base with a six-character Kangxi seal mark,
height 3 cm, diameter 13.5 cm

A famille rose bowl, of rounded sides, painted with white and
pink plum blossom branches extending across the exterior
and over the rim onto the interior, the base inscribed with sixcharacter Qianlong mark, height 5.9 cm, diameter 11.3 cm

$300-$600

$400-$600

Lot 276
乾隆款斗彩花果纹碗

Lot 277
民国盖杯一对

A large doucai bowl, painted with peony clusters, the base
inscribed with six-character Qianlong mark, height 8.5 cm,
diameter 18 cm

A pair of Qianjiang bowls with covers, painted with lady figures
under blossom trees, accompanied with saucers of foliated rims,
both with red Jianding seals, height 8.2 cm, diameter 9.5 cm
each

$5,000-$6,000

$200-$300
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Lot 278
民国盖罐两个

Lot 279
民国小碗三个

Two pieces of Qianjiang jars with covers, painted with lady
figures in garden landscape, the base inscribed with red seals,
with minor chipped handles, height 12.5 cm, diameter 9.7 cm
(the larger one)

Three pieces of Qianjiang bowls, painted with lady figures,
decorated with gilt borders, the base inscribed with fourcharacter red seal, diameter 11.5 cm, height 5.3 cm (1/2)
diameter 12 cm, height 4.6 cm each (2/2)

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 280
民国瓷十七件

Lot 281
青瓷暗刻赏瓶一对

A set of Qianjiang cups, waterpot and spoons, comprised of
11 cups, 5 spoons and one miniature waterpot, painted with
lady figure, two spoons with red seals on back, with minor
chipped and hairline cracks, cup height 3.5 cm, waterpot
height 5.4 cm, spoon length 14 cm

A pair of celadon vases, of baluster body surmounted by a
waisted neck encircled by a band, the body crisply molded with
lotus sprays and leafy scrolls, all between borders of petals, the
unglazed base reveals the buff body, height 19 cm, diameter 8.5
cm

$200-$300

$600-$1,000
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Lot 282
红釉小赏瓶

Lot 283
康熙双圈款青花盖罐

A red glazed vase, of compressed globular body surmounted
by a slender neck, overall covered in deep red glaze leaving
the base unglazed with the buff body, height 14 cm

A blue and white ginger jar, of oval body with flatten cover,
painted with lotus emblems in between ruyi and lappet borders,
the base with a double-ring mark, height 20 cm, diameter 25 cm

$200-$300

$1,500-$2,000

Lot 284
清代青暗纹天球瓶 底部钻洞

Lot 285
清蓝釉紫砂双耳瓶

A green glazed vase, of globular body with cylindrical neck,
painted with Bogu antique objects roundels on a ground of
writhing chilong amidst flowers, the centre of the base pierced
with a hole, height 31.5 cm

A robin's egg glazed Yixing vase, the angular shoulder flanked
by a pair of stylized chilong handles, all supported on a splayed
foot, overall covered in blue glaze suffused with mottled dark
lavender,

$1,000-$2,000

$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 286
钧窑三足炉

Lot 287
康熙粉彩大盘

A tripod Jun-glazed censer, featuring a ruyi-shaped mouth
rim with a crounching chilong, overall covered in a thick layer
of blue glaze with purple streaks, height 14 cm, diameter 10.5
cm

A Kangxi period famille verte export charger, the centre painted
with Three Friends of Winter (the pine, bamboo, and plum)
in planters, framed by a border of flower clusters, the base
inscribed with a fan and ribbon mark enclosed by double-ring,
minor chipped condition on mouth and foot rim, diameter 38
cm

$500-$800

$8,000-$10,000

Lot 288
清末历史故事帽筒一对

Lot 289
磁州窑童子瓷枕一对

A pair of qianjiang painted hat stands, of cylindrical body,
decorated with scholar figures in a garden landscape, the base
inscribed with four-character Tongzhi red seal marks, height
56 cm, diameter 12 cm each

A pair of Cizhou porcelain pillows, in form of kneeing boys,
overall covered in crackled white glaze, height 20 cm, width 35
cm

$400-$600
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$800-$1,000

Lot 290
清末蓝底白釉坐蹲一对
A pair of porcelain stools, of curved rectangular form, each
flanked by a pair of lion-shaped handles, decorated with birds
and reed on blue-glazed ground, height 51.5 cm each
$300-$600

Lot 291
红木鼓凳一对
A pair of wood stools, in the form of a barrel, the circular
burlwood top resting on a shaped apron extending into four
curved legs, decorated with raised bosses, height 42 cm,
diameter 34 cm each
$600-$800

Lot 292
邓肖禹辛末年花鸟瓷板带红木框
A famille rose porcelain plaque, painted with a bird perching on flower branch, signed Deng Xiaoyu (1920-2000) with two red seals,
25 cm x 37 cm
$1,000-$2,000
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Lot 293
殷树柏 文鼎 纸本扇面
Rock, teapot and flower pot, Yin Shubo (1769-1847) painted rock in 1839, Wen Ding (1766-1852) supplemented tea and flower
pots in 1851, with four seals of the artist, ink and watercolor on fan paper
Provenance: from an important Toronto collector
$800-$1,200

Lot 294
张如之 纸本 山水扇面
Landscape painting, signed Zhang Ruzhi (?-1824), with five seals of the artist, ink on fan paper
Provenance: from an important Toronto collector
$800-$1,200
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上款人：程万孚 (1904 ～ 1968)，行名家甲，安徽徽州绩溪人。
著名作家、文学家、收藏大家，与黄宾虹、胡适、陶行知、巴金
等为好友。
北大中文系毕业，曾任安徽省教育厅督学，皖报社长，南京市文
物保管委员会从事文物研究工作。
边跋：鮑锡麟（1905-1952）字君白，号二溪，歙县岩寺人，新安
派画家，爱国教育工作者。1925 年从黄宾虹学画，1934 年毕业于
上海美专国画系。曾为黄宾虹领导的上海艺观会会员，亦为中华
全国美术家协会的发起人之一。 画宗新安，工山水，亦善花卉、
人物，笔法浑穆，画风似渐江、查士标，安徽省博物馆藏有其山
水轴，黄宾虹、汪采白等称誉其为新安画派后起之秀。
此作品由多伦多著名收藏家提供

Lot 295
黄宾虹（1864-1955） 纸本 花石扇面
Chrysanthemum issuing from craggy rocks, signed Huang Binhong (1864-1955), with one seal of the artist, accompanied with
inscription and red appreciation seals, ink and watercolor on fan paper
$20,000-$30,000
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Lot 296
青金石项链
One lapis lazuli necklace, comprised of
flatten oval and square beads, necklace 20
cm x 30 cm, bead width 2.5 cmthe base
unglazed with the buff body, height 14 cm
$300-$400

Lot 297
红珊瑚戒指
A red coral ring, set with an oval red coral
cabochon, 18kt gold mount, coral size 2.3 x
1.4 x 0.6 cm
$3,000-$4,000

Lot 298
卡地亚纪念版男装腕表
A Cartier watch, round Santos watch with
water resistant to 30 metres, Car tier's
limited series of 150th anniversary edition,
engraved on back with serial number
0919/1847, accompanied with signed
c e r t i f i c a te a n d o r i g i n a l m a n u a l , d a i l
diameter 3 cm
$2,000-$3,000

Lot 299
积家款皮带男装腕表
A vintage oval watch without certificate,
with leather strap, engraved with serial
number 1415443 on the back of the case,
watch width 3.5 cm, length 2.5 cm. No
authenticity guarantied
$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 300
江诗丹顿皮带男装腕表
A Vacheron Constantin skeletonized wrist watch,
the back with serial number 558357, accompanied
with leather case and Certificate of Origin and
Guarantee dated Nov 1990, dial diameter 3 cm
$2,0000-$3,0000

Lot 301
积家款皮带男装腕表
A wristwatch, without certificate, the back with
serial number 9226 42 1482812, dial diameter 3.3
cm. No authenticity guarantied
$2,000-$3,000

Lot 302
百达翡利款皮带男装腕表
A vintage wristwatch, without cer tificate, of
cushion-shaped dial with perpetual calendar, dial
width 4 cm. No authenticity guarantied
$2,000-$3,000
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Lot 303
”自强不息“ 印章

Lot 304
孔雀石石雕

A stone seal, of rectangular section, the top incised with
landscape and the sides incised with script calligraphy, the
stone of crimson tone, carved seal face with Zi Qiang Bu Xi
characters, 5 cm x 3 cm x 2 cm

A malachite carved figure, depicting a recumbent duck with
webbed feet tucked beneath the body, accompanied with a
fitted wood stand, height 6.5 cm

$200-$300

$300-$500

Lot 305
粉晶石雕件

Lot 306
树化石赏石

A Chinese pink quartz figural group, carved with a fisherman
accompanied with two boys, height 15 cm, width 13 cm

One petrified wood with stand, with a section of fossilized trunk,
height 15 cm, width 5 cm

$300-$600

$400-$600
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Lot 307
长白山野山参两盒

Lot 308
清代刻人物竹臂搁

Two boxes of wild ginseng from Paektu Mountain

A bamboo wrist rest, of cylindrical-segment form, the convex
side engraved with figures, height 16.9 cm

$400-$600

$800-$1,000

Lot 309
清代刻山水竹臂搁

Lot 310
清末小秤

A bamboo wrist rest, of cylindrical-segment form, the convex
side engraved with landscape, height 18.3 cm

An old Chinese opium scale in carved wooden case, length 15
cm

$800-$1,000

$200-$300
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Lot 311
松鹤及刀马人物金木两件

Lot 312
刀马人物金木一件

Lot 313
光绪款粉彩双耳瓶

Two gilt openwork wood hanging
screens, one carved with red-crowned
crane and trees, the other pierced and
carved with warriors on horseback, 64.5
cm x 18 cm (1/2) 65 cm x 24.5 cm (2/2)

One gilt openwork wood hanging
screen, depicting scenes from The Three
Kingdoms with warriors, horses and trees,
25.5 cm x 78.5 cm

A famille rose vase, of globular body
with a trumpet neck and a splayed
foot, flanked by a pair of elephantshaped handles, painted with flowers
and birds, the base with a sixcharacter Guangxu mark in cobalt
blue, height 22 cm, diameter 10.5 cm

$500-$800

$500-$800

$500-$600

Lot 314
清末黄釉佛手水注及粉地瓜蝶水注
两件
Two pieces of famille rose porcelain
waterpots, end of Qing dynasty, the
yellow one modeled in form of foshou
fingered citron with minor hairline
cracks and chipped handles , the link
one in form of melon with butterflies on
the mouth rim, unglazed base, length
10 cm
$300-$400
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Lot 315
清末茄皮紫釉水注

Lot 316
余文襄款 墨彩雪景茶壶

A famille verte waterpot, end of Qing
dynasty, in shape of a peach, covered in a
thin layer of eggplant tone glaze, height 5
cm

A grisaille and iron red enamelled
teapot, painted with a snow-laden
landscape, accompanied by an
i n s c r i p t i o n a n d s e a l m a r k b y Yu
Wenxiang (1910-1993), the base
inscribed with a seal mark by the same
artist, height 9.5 cm, diameter 6.5 cm

$200-$300

$300-$400

Lot 317
嘉庆款 胭脂红地轧道花卉纹大碗

Lot 318
乾隆款 蓝底粉彩花卉薄胎双耳瓶一对

Lot 319
雍正款 墨彩山水碗

A famille rose scraffiato bowl, of
rounded sides with short foot rim,
the exterior painted with stylized
l o t u s a n d s c ro l l i n g f o l i a g e , a l l
reser ved on a ruby red ground
incised with scrolls, the interior
covered in turquoise glaze, the base
with six-character Jiaqing mark in
iron red, diameter 16 cm

A pair of famille rose vases, of baluster body
with foliated mouth rim, flanked by a pair
of stylized butterfly handles, painted with
flowering scrollwork on blue ground, the base
with four-character Qianlong mark, height 22
cm

A grisaille decorated cup, potted with
rounded sides with short foot rim,
painted with ink and iron red with
landscape scenes, the base inscribed
with six-character Yongzheng mark,
diameter 8.7 cm

$500-$600

$200-$300

Lot 320
画款 粉彩花卉碗

Lot 321
画款 粉彩花卉卧足碗一对

Lot 322
窑变红釉双耳壁瓶一对

A famille rose cup, of rounded sides
with short foot rim, painted with
insects and flowers, inscribed with
a poem describing the scene, with
three red seals, the base with a peony
mark, diameter 8 cm

A pair of famille rose cups, of rounded
sides, painted to the exterior with prunus
and bamboo issuing from craggy rocks,
the interior decorated in blue and white
with chrysanthemum medallions, the base
inscribed with auspicious emblems, diameter
9 cm

A pair of Jun glazed wall hanging
vases, of a half baluster body flanked
by a pair of stylized ears, applied with
finely expressed flambe glaze, height
14.5 cm

$400-$500

$200-$300

$200-$300

$300-$400
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Lot 323
康熙款 粉彩棒槌瓶

Lot 324
青花包锌茶叶罐带盖

Lot 325
刘松兴造 民国红地描金帽筒

A blue and white tea porcelain jar
and a bronze cover, of cylindrical
form, painted with mandarin ducks
in a lotus pond scene, height 14.5,
diameter 9.5 cm

A porcelain hat stand, of cylindrical form,
decorated with gilt drawing of orchid on
orange-glazed ground, inscribed with
one red artist seal on the base with fourcharacter Liu Song Xing Zao mark, height
28 cm, diameter 12 cm

$200-$300

$200-$300

Lot 326
清末无双谱盘

Lot 327
乾隆款 外销大盘

Lot 328
青花高脚盏

A famille rose porcelain plate, the
interior decorated with figures
alternating inscriptions from the manual
'Wu shuang pu', the base with a sixcharacter iron red Daoguang marks,
diameter 21 cm

An export porcelain plate, painted to
the interior with peony spray in blue
and red enamels, diameter 34.5 cm

A blue and white stem bowl, of
compressed globular body with slightly
incurved mouth, raised on a spreading
foot, the interior painted with a lotus pond
scenary, the exterior further decorated with
sunflower blossoms borne on scrolling
foliage, height 8 cm, diameter 13 cm

A f a m i l l e v e r t e ro u l e a u va s e , t h e
cylindrical body slightly tapered towards
a straight foot, with galleried mouth rim,
the body painted with birds perched on
craggy rocks among luscious peonies,
the base inscribed with six-character
Kangxi mark, height 34 cm, diameter 14
cm
$600-$800

$400-$500
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$300-$400

$200-$300

Lot 329
唐三彩 乐佣骆驼

Lot 330
成化款 红彩三鱼碗

A Chinese sancai-glazed pottery figure of a camel and seven
musicans, the white and ochre glazed camel standing foursquare on an unglazed rectangular base with its head turned
upwards and mouth agape, the musicans each plays a different
instrument, height 60 cm, width 41 cm

A copper red bowl, of rounded sides with everted mouth rim,
the exterior painted with fish silhouette, the base with sixcharacter Chenghua mark, diameter 14.6 cm
$1.000-$2.000

$800-$1,000

Lot 331
雍正款 青花薄胎戏婴盘

Lot 332
雍正款 五彩纹碗

A blue and white eggshell bowl, of steep rounded side with
short foot rim, painted with boys at leisure time, six-character
Yongzheng mark on base, diameter 16.5 cm

A wucai porcelain bowl, of rounded sides with everted mouth
rim, painted with stylized lotus emblems, the base with sixcharacter Yongzheng mark, diameter 10.3 cm

$2.000-$3.000

$1.000-$2.000
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Lot 333
雍正款 斗彩麦枝纹盘

Lot 334
乾隆款 釉里红观音瓶

A wucai plate, the interior painted with a Shou longevity roundel
framed by scrollwork and floral sprays, the exterior further
decorated with anbaxian eight immortal emblems, the base with
six-character Yongzheng mark, diameter 21 cm

A langyao copper red vase, the slender body rising from a
spreading foot to a waisted neck and flared rim, covered
with a warm strawberr y-red glaze, the base with sixcharacter Qianlong mark, height 32.5 cm, diameter 11.5 cm

$4.000-$5.000

$1.000-$2.000

Lot 335
乾隆款 青花双龙天球瓶

Lot 336
乾隆款 青花缠枝花纹六角瓶

A blue and white vase, of globular body with cylindrical neck,
painted with striding dragon amidst lotus scrolls, the base with
six-character Qianlong mark, height 52 cm, diameter 40 cm

A blue and white vase, of hexagonal baluster form, painted
with auspicious flower and fruit sprays, the base with sixcharacter Qianlong mark, height 66.5 cm

$3,000-$4,000

$6,000-$8,000
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.

Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.

Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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